The talents and originality of Mutran as a poet have already been recognized by writers such as Jamal al-Din al-Ramadi, and Muhammad Mandur, the latter placing particular stress on Mutran's skilful original use of the dramatic narrative in verse : 2 this is perhaps the clearest instance of how he was influenced by European poetry. But there is another more subtle quality in his work which sets him apart from Hafiz Ibrahim and Ahmad Shawqi, to whom, along with alBar3di, goes the credit for restoring to Arabic poetry the attractiveness and dignity of their classical `.Abbasid models. At first sight, Mutran may also appear to belong to this group, but on closer examination, it will be found that he has a different degree of intensity in poetic expression where the individual personality of the poet is concerned. This is what makes him so important for the future of what one has called lyrical poetry in modern Arabic, that is the poetry of personal meditation where the personality of the poet dominates: his predicament, his own sentiments and emotions are uppermost, and themes such as his loves, his death and the whole range of his feelings are treated in an egocentric manner. His individual voice is of prime importance. It would be quite wrong to suggest that the work of Ahmad Shawqi, for example, is devoid of these sentimental lyrical elements,3 although the number of occasions where the poet's own voice predominates with the problems and emotions of his individual predicament are rarer in Shawqi's work than in Mutrdn's first diwan. This quantitative fact is not so important as the different degrees of intensity between their respective poetic expressions:
when Shawqi exposes his personal problems and emotions he does so in a calm controlled fashion, unlike the intense climaxes in comparable passages of Mutran's verse. For example, it would be difficult to find in Shawqi's work a passage to equal the degree of personal involvement of the last section of Mutran's poem "The Evening" (al-Masii». Shawqi writes masterfully and comfortably within the conventional tradition
